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Torture And Democracy Darius M
A Bahrain government report denying that police and detention-center officers beat, insulted, and threatened to rape four boys, ages 15 to 17, in detention in late 2020 and 2021 lacks any credibility ...

Bahrain: Stop Denying Abuse of Detained Children
We were a year and a half into Donald Trump’s presidency, and the kinds of characters O’Malley portrayed in his cult online videos — miserable American men bursting with unrestrained rage fueled in ...

An Intermediate’s Guide to Conner O’Malley
“I’m a human being with a family. I’ve been treated deplorably … denied access to my family and my lawyers, and subjected to physical and emotional torture. They’ve done this because of ...

Imprisoned Anti-Fascist Activist Says Prison Guards Allowed White Supremacists to Beat Him
Online film festival that runs to June 20 aims to draw attention to Myanmar's political crisis while raising money for groups inside the country striving to restore democracy and alleviate hardship.

Film festival highlights Myanmar’s long struggle for democracy
Nearly a year after Belarusian leader Alexander Lukashenko's crackdown, "None of us doubt that we will prevail," an activist tells NPR. Others sound worried. "Every day is a little scarier," says one.

5 Views From Belarus On The Country's Political Crisis
Fifty years ago this week, The New York Times began publishing excerpts of the Pentagon Papers — 7,000 pages of top-secret documents outlining the Pentagon’s secret history of U.S. involvement in ...

Pentagon Papers at 50: Daniel Ellsberg on Risking Life in Jail to Expose U.S. Lies About Vietnam War
Australian blogger Yang Hengjun has asked a judge in his espionage trial to exclude evidence obtained in interrogations where he says he was tortured.

Aust blogger alleges torture in China
Myanmar’s ousted leader Aung San Suu Kyi went on trial Monday on charges that many observers say are an attempt by the junta that deposed her to eliminate her as a political force, erase the ...

Myanmar puts Suu Kyi on trial on charges critics call bogus
Singapore: Australian writer Dr Yang Hengjun called for interrogations and video recordings taken of him while he was being tortured to be dismissed by a Beijing court, warning the testimony taken ...

Yang Hengjun pleads for torture testimony to be dismissed
Tens of thousands of Hong Kongers have applied for a special visa offered by the British government to come and live in the UK after China cracked down on democracy in the city.

A Hong Kong family's journey to the UK to escape China's crackdown on democracy
A quarter of a century after the return of democracy, the Brazilian government is seriously considering naming a “truth committee” to look into the torture crimes committed during the 21 year ...

Brazil to name “Truth committee” to look into torture crimes under military rule
(I’m fake-clutching my fake pearls ... demands that the GOP tell the truth about how his supporters assaulted democracy during the Jan. 6 riot at the Capitol.” This has lifted Cheney to ...

Liz Cheney, We Have a Memory. You’re No Hero.
Election officials and their families are living with threats of hanging, firing squads, torture and bomb blasts, interviews and documents reveal. The campaign of fear, sparked by Trump's voter-fraud ...

SPECIAL REPORT-Trump-inspired death threats are terrorizing election workers
Torture. They had hidden camera ... "I didn't work for Australia or the US. I'm only writing for people. Writing for the rule of law, democracy and freedom," he said, according to the notes.

Australian Yang Hengjun proclaims his innocence after Chinese espionage trial
Detained Australian writer Yang Hengjun says he fears hidden camera footage of more than 300 interrogations, included periods of torture, during his more than two years in detention in China will ...

Fears China will admit torture footage as evidence
Junta forces said they wanted to question him about a school bombing, then told his wife to come and collect the body.

Myanmar Motorbike Mechanic Dead Less Than 24 Hours After Arrest by Junta
Governor Darius Ishaku of Taraba state has described ... and opposition in itself is good for democracy. If you don’t have an opposition, then the government in power can go astray and so ...

Taraba Gov: Ayade’s Defection to APC Embarrassing, Shocking
He said that the plight of Palestinians should not be overlooked as they were being lynched and tortured by the fascist Zionist gangs in the so-called democracy. “I’m sure that the global ...

Fawad demands deployment of global protection force in Palestine
Myanmar’s deposed civilian leader, appeared in court on Monday for the start of a weeks-long trial that is almost certain to find her guilty of politically motivated charges. The 75-year-old is facing ...

Myanmar’s military junta puts ousted leader Aung San Suu Kyi on trial
I think this jzwmnb01 guy is perfectly true.The guys who thinks they are analysts have look to what jzwmnb01 is saying.Look to SEC documents.Pricing can be a serious fraud. Don't mind the Najarian ...
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